It is shown that the Riesz method of analytic continuation and the method of residues give the same results in the classical electromagnetic theory of a point source.
1.
I t is well known th at in the framework of the classical electromagnetic theory, divergence-free results can be obtained by the A-limiting process due to Wentzel, Dirac and Pauli, or by using the powerful method due to Riesz where the potential is obtained by analytic continuation to a = 0 of any arbitrary parameter a. There is a third method in which the potential a t any point is given by a contour integral (Frenkel 1926) . In a recent paper Ma has established the equivalence, in the case of the field of a point source, of the A-limiting process and the Riesz method. The present note deals with the equivalence of the method of residues and Riesz method. For the sake of completeness a brief description of both these methods is also given.
2. We define the matrix tensor as 000 = 011 = 022 -033 = -
The velocity of light is taken as unity. We write [A, ] for the scalar product of two vectors
The Maxwell equations of the electromagnetic field are
where A^ is the potential 4-vector and represents the charge-density and current 4-vector. The field tensor is defined in terms of the potentials by the relation dAv dAp dx? dx? *
Let the co-ordinates of an electron be denoted by a 4-vector (sometimes written merely as z); z^ is a function of the proper time r of the electron. The current vector j^x ) a t any space-time point x is given by j^x ) = e j ẑ r )8 *(x -z) dr;
Dot denotes differentiation with respect to the proper time r. The retarded and the advanced proper times associated with any world point x are defined by 
where (x0 -z 0) > 0 for the retarded proper time and (x0-s 0) < 0 for the advanced proper time.
We first consider the method of Riesz which has been applied to the classical fields by Fremberg and its quantization discussed by Gustafson. We begin by defining A*(x) as (Fremberg 1946) 4;r f . ij> '
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H(a)
H{<x) = 2«+17rr^(
x') ra~2 dxx ', and r2 = [x -x',x -x'] . The domain of integration consists of the four-dimensional region bounded by the retrograde light cone having its vertex at x and the three-dimensional hyperplane *0 = th at f'g\ -00. jJx) describes the source distribution: --
0. It is readily established
The integral defining A*(x) is convergent for a > 0. By analytic continuation A*(x) can be defined for all values of a in the a-plane. It can be shown that A~*{x) = Inj^x), where A~2(x)stands for the analytic continuatibn to -2 of A*(x), and, therefore, Afi(x) analytically continued to a = 0 represents the solution of Maxwell equations (1). In the case of a point charge describing the world line z (r), (5) As an illustration of the method we consider the case of an electron at rest. Noting that for a-*0, /7(a) reduces to 47r/a, (8) gives
A%{x)
-e a f ra~2 dr, Af(x) 0 1,2,3).
where | r | is the length of the three-dimensional part of r. Hence we have r oo yot-î (*) = egJ» W W F ) dr' (11) which on using (9) immediately gives (The analytic continuation of A*(x) for a = 0 is written simply by AJjc).) Thus a t every accessible point the Riesz potential for an electron a t rest reduces to the Coulomb value, but a t the electron itself its value sinks to zero. The divergence a t | r| = 0 is automatically eliminated. In the case of the field we find by first differ entiating (11) with respect to [ r | and then performing analytic continuation th a t it has the Coulomb value everywhere except a t | | = 0, where it vanishes. Similarly, the energy of the electrostatic field outside a sphere of finite radius | | is e2/2 | |, but the total energy of the field (the electrostatic self-energy) instead of diverging has the value zero. I t should be noted th a t the self-energy vanishes in spite of the fact th a t the field and the energy density have the Coulomb value a t all points (except | r| = 0).* The Riesz potential thus gives the retarded potential for all points not on the world line, and on the world line it reduces to half the difference of the retarded and the advanced potentials. Thus, we see th a t the analytic continuation of (8) to a = 0 gives the same result as the Dirac-Wentzel method. Ma (1947) has also established the equivalence of the two methods for a general point source.
3.
We now turn to the method of residues (Frenkel 1926) . For a point source, describing the world fine z^t), consider in the r-plane the contour integral 7 = "^/ c^T; ** = (12) s2 vanishes for r = r_ (retarded proper time) and for r = r + (advanced proper time).
(In (12) r is a complex quantity; when r is real we write r2, as in § 2, in place of < $2.) For the contour C we have the following four cases: (i) C does not include r_ and r +: I = 0 . (ii) C includes r_ but not t+: I gives the retarded potential (iii) C includes r + but not r_: I gives the advanced potential (with a negative sign).
(iv) C includes both r_ and r +: I gives the difference of the retarded and the advanced potentials.
We therefore define A^x) by where q -1 for # 4 --z ,and q -\ for x = z. The contour C is to be taken retarded point only for
x + z; when coincide and C includes, therefore, the advanced point as well. It is readily shown th at when x4 = z, (13) gives the retarded potential, and for -it reduces to half the difference of the retarded and the advanced potentials.
We shall show that equation (13) is equivalent to (8) of Riesz's method. Consider the case when x lies on the world line ( x = z(r0)). We s in (8) from -00 to (r0 -e) and from (r0 -e) to r 0 (e is a small quantity). The integral from -00 to (Tq -e) is convergent for a < 1, and, therefore, it vanishes for We expand the integrand in the second integral in a power series of cr = (r0 -r), and we obtain r2 = cr2 -T z i P c r4 -and hence we have 
When analytic continuation to a = 0 is performed, (15), according to (9), reduces to the ' finite part ' of the expression e^(To-o-) = e ẑ j Q-<r)<r = cr{l -j^v2< T 2 + Oltr4)} 2 r2 ' which in terms of a contour integral is -4 / , r. S 2 dr, the contour C being round the point r = r 0. For the case when x does not Jie on the world line, (14) gets replaced by (in the neighbourhood of the retarded point r) r2 = -2/c(r_) (t -t_) -(1 -k'(t_)) (t -t_)2 -^k"(t_) (r -r_)3 + 0((r -r_)4), (16) where k( j ) k '{t ) k "{t ) [z,x-z] , [z,x-z] , [z,x-z] .
Proceeding as before it can be shown that on analytic continuation to a -0, (8) reduces to (13). The equivalence for a general point source for an .electromagnetic as well as meson field can be similarly established.
